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he idea for this article began with the recognition that the approach many 
organizations are using to manage their people resources is: 

a) dated,  

b) ineffective,  

c) counter-productive,  

d) short-sighted, 

e) incomplete, or  

f) all of the above.  

This article includes reflections, hopes, and even dreams for a new concept and 
operational approach to people strategy.  This new strategy inspires creative thinking 
around the relationships that organizations have with individuals which will enable both 
organizations and individuals to prosper in the new climate of the 21st century.  
Throughout this article we aspire to share a major “gestalt effect” whereby the “whole” 
or what we call people strategy (organization structure, processes, talent and culture) 
can become truly greater than the sum of the parts. 

Our aim is to break through the barriers of traditional thinking about organizations and 
employees and create a new higher-level concept that extends the historical trajectory 
from the 1970’s “labor relations” into the 1980’s “personnel”, through the 1990’s “human 
resources” and beyond the 2000’s “human capital” to reach a more complete and 
effective level of thinking called “people strategy”. This people strategy will provide 
competitive advantage for the organizations that will compete and “win” in the decades 
after the 2010’s.  

People strategy redefines the way that individuals interact with and contribute to the 
growth and success of an organization. The primary concept is based on the belief that 
if an organization has great vision, mission, values, and beliefs (VMVB); 
organizational strategy; and organizational capabilities and an effective and complete 
people strategy it can garner substantially greater contributions from individuals 
who have varying relationships with the organization. In addition the organization can 
provide greater value to those individuals. 

The concept of people strategy is to engage and balance the efforts of individuals 
whose affiliations with the organization range across a wide spectrum. In order to do 
this, organizations need to think about people strategy in a new context.   
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Consider this analogy to the planet earth.  The earth has an inner core, an 

outer core, a mantle, and a crust. Each of these layers contributes to the 

continual renewal of the planet.  But it doesn’t stop there.  Planetary layers also 

provide gravitational pull that creates a multi-layered atmosphere and that atmosphere 

in turn creates a successful biosphere that supports life on planet earth.  We think of the 

VMVB of an organization as its gravitational pull that can engage the efforts of all layers 

of individuals in and around the organization to support its vision and mission.  Not all 

these individuals are in fact employed by the organization in a traditional way.  Those 

“affiliated” individuals outside the traditional walls of the organization can also contribute 

to its success and must be part of the VMVB and people strategy considerations.  

Consider the planet again and its layers, those from the core to the crust might 

represent the various groups of employees and management (although there are far 

more layers in most organizations) where the atmospheric layers (from the troposphere 

to the exosphere) represent “affiliated” individuals and groups around the organization.  

We call all these layers - both internal and external - stakeholders.  A renewed definition 

of stakeholders is anyone who has a stake in the organization’s success and with this 

expanded definition we begin to see a larger number of individuals that may contribute 

to the organization’s success from completing tasks to furthering its vision. An example 

or two may help to bring this concept into focus. Take Wikipedia, it has individuals 

contributing hundreds of millions of pages to its database.  It is a social networking 

phenomenon. The VMVB inspires unpaid individuals to make enormous contributions.  

 

 

 

 

Another example is the consulting firm McKinsey & Co.  When asked what their 

business strategy was, the managing director said his business strategy was his people. 
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McKinsey’s goal was to recruit the best talent from the top business schools, and then 

cull this group down so that only the top 10% became McKinsey partners. The last 

sentence of McKinsey’s values says, “Ours is a firm of leaders who want the freedom to 

do what they think is right.”  By selecting only the very best individuals and retaining 

only the best of these, they could be allowed to develop their own business strategies 

and that has resulted in McKinsey’s great success. Another McKinsey example is one of 

the most highly valued assets McKinsey has, and that is their alumni. These are people 

that “couldn’t/didn’t” make it at McKinsey and yet are the source of significant business 

for the firm. There are few assets within McKinsey that are as well cultivated as the 

McKinsey alumni database. Of course the “ex-McKinseyits” also have a stake in the 

continuing quality of the firm’s 

name since it reflects on their 

own resumes.   

A final example of a futuristic 

people strategy is that of 

many advanced healthcare 

systems. Hospitals have 

outsourced various 

diagnostic, rehabilitation and many 

other procedures, they have engaged 

doctor groups, involved food service 

organizations to feed patients, staff, 

and visitors, and have an active Board 

of Trustees to oversee operations. 

They have even engaged politicians in 

the mission of maintaining the health 

of the populace.  

The VALUE EXCHANGE is Grahall’s 

concept of the transaction that occurs 

between an organization and its stakeholders. Organizations provide stakeholders with 

tangible value in the form of wages, products, technical knowledge; partnerships that 

 

The term “people strategy” means engaging all of the 

stakeholders in the vision and mission of the company and not 

just aligning employees with just the tasks associated with their 

positions or the goals of the company.  It creates a structure by 

which the company can manage what we call the “VALUE 

EXCHANGE” between the organization and all its stakeholders.   
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n help deliver products, and co-marketing, etc. Other stakeholders might obtain less 

tangible value such as a clean environment, or status and prestige by way of 

association.  In either case, for the stakeholders, the value delivered is both tangible 

and intrinsic, and in return they contribute their time and effort to the betterment of the 

organization. 

This isn’t about just employees receiving pay for accomplishing the goals given to them 

by their supervisors.  It is about engaging all stakeholders at a higher level of 

individualized value exchange.  

TRENDS 

The future we face in an ever more connected and therefore rapidly shrinking planet 

was nothing short of unthinkable 10 years ago. With these changes come great 

opportunities and great obligations. The opportunities include the ability to reach out to 

individuals directly without geopolitical or other artificial barriers that might limit our 

views and relationships.  

The obligation is that we engage for the improvement of not just ourselves or even our 

organizations, but for the entire human race and its future: “With great privilege comes 

great obligations.” Embracing the future is not enough, we need to engage with it and 

direct it. I am reminded of how the scientists objected so strenuously when the internet 

was opened to laypeople back in the 1960’s and 70’s. Instead of engaging in the use of 

this new form of communications and working to see its potential for everyone, many 

scientists reacted in a way similar to a small child who doesn’t want to share his toys. 

Can anyone imagine not living with the internet today? In sheer “knowledge exchange 

units” the internet has provided more value to the human race then the wheel! The 

future (and not just technology’s future) is something we can share and shape. One of 

our potential alternative futures is to actively engage each other as stakeholders in our 

individual and collective vision, mission, and values for secure those better futures.  
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INTERNET AND SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUALS  

Until recently it was nearly impossible for start-ups and small organizations to 

compete with large organizations that had established market share.  But technology 

and in particular internet search engines and social media have changed that.  These 

advances leveled the playing field and made it possible for a small start-up company to 

sell services around the world. Breaking down these barriers has resulted in a new 

class of entrepreneurs.  We call them sovereign individuals. These folks share ideas 

and conduct business over the internet without regard to the brick and mortar or 

governmental conventions and geopolitical boundaries that had previously limited 

industry growth. 

This means that information and therefore value can travel directly between these 

sovereign individuals and not be filtered or redacted by quasi-governmental and other 

entities thus allowing an exchange which is much more robust. More than just currency 

or cash, individuals or organizations can make exchanges on behavioral, political, 

psychological, and sociological levels.  This value exchange will be like the difference 

between watching a 1960’s black and white three channel TV and a current day 90 inch 

HDTV plasma screen with 300 channels. This exchange, when managed by an adroit 

leader, promises to turbocharge the organization’s opportunity to accomplish its vision 

and mission.  

META MAN AND FUTURE SHOCK  

In 1993 Gregory Stock wrote the article Metaman: The Merging of Humans and 

Machines into a Global Superorganism which one reviewer called a “hopeful 

perspective on the future of human beings when the species is viewed--along with its 

culture, fellow species, and technology--as a superorganism.”   We think Stock’s future 

is here and the concept of Metaman is now a reality. Through various communication 

tools and technologies, we truly can be everywhere at once.  And through the collective 

intelligence of all our “connected selves” (and by this we mean technologically 

connected) we can solve the biggest problems (many of which we caused ourselves).  It 

is a cool concept that all together humans, in a “doctor heal thyself” kind of way, can 
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n build a remarkable future.  We see this as the ultimate people strategy, everyone 

working together solving problems, creating sustainability, and pushing progress for 

global good.  

We can look also to Alvin Toffler's article Future Shock, written in 1970, Toffler 

accurately predicted that the rate of change would increase and the shock would be that 

people could not cope. But it does seem that Toffler might have underestimated 

humanity.  Certainly the pace of change is escalating (and has been for some decades) 

but more and more individuals and organizations are “on the bus rather than under it”.  

The teachings in Toffler’s article show us that people strategy must predict and prepare 

for change, and provide mechanisms to capture strengths and opportunities while 

avoiding threats and eliminating weaknesses.   

Science fiction 
writers have for 
years tried to frighten 

us with the concept of 

the thinking machine 

taking over our 

civilization.  Now 

scientists debate and 

discuss what they call 

the Great Singularity, 

more than artificial intelligence, 

which is the idea that humans can 

live forever by transferring their 

intelligence to machines whose life 

span is essentially infinite. And with this “data transfer” the machine can infinitely 

increase the intelligence of that once human mind. Hogwash you say?  Well consider 

this. “…your average cell phone is about a millionth the size of, a millionth the price of 

and a thousand times more powerful than the computers [of 40 years ago]. Flip that 

forward 40 years and what does the world look like? If you really want to figure that out, 

Hogwash you say?  Well consider this. “…your 

average cell phone is about a millionth the size of, a 

millionth the price of and a thousand times more 

powerful than the computers [of 40 years ago].” Flip 

that forward 40 years and what does the world look 

like? If you really want to figure that out, you have to 

think very, very far outside the box.   

Or maybe you have to think further inside it than anyone 

ever has before. 



  
 

 
 

 

you have to think very, very far outside the box.  Or maybe you have to think further 

inside it than anyone ever has before.   People strategies (and people strategists) need 

to predict, prepare, and promote the advantages identified to impact the way 

organizations manage business and talent. 

COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING 

Software programs are being rapidly developed to create opportunities for collaborative 

online problems solving bringing together the collective creativity of interested parties in 

the development of answers to extremely complex problems. Consider the Jane 

McGonigal’s idea that online collaborative gaming can help make a better world.  In fact 

a  lot more gaming is needed, she thinks 21 billion hours per week (seven times the 

current time invested in gaming) to solve the world’s most challenging problems like 

hunger, poverty, climate change and the like. 

Large groups aren’t just good at solving problems they are also good at predicting the 

future.  According to the article The Wisdom of Crowds by New Yorker columnist James 

Surowiecki (published in 2004 by Random House), “large groups of people are smarter 

than an elite few, no matter how brilliant – better at solving problems, fostering 

innovation, coming to wise decisions, even predicting the future.”  Imagine the 
solutions that could be solved for your organization with all stakeholders engaged in 

the challenge. 

THE FUTURE IS HERE  The essence of this 

article is to point out that in order to 

succeed in the future an organization and 

its leadership needs to rethink how it 

engages its “workforce” and stakeholders.  

We have rechristened this expanded 

population as an organization’s 

“Peopleforce”. The potential peopleforce 

that an organization can access is no 

Current Future 
Employees Stakeholders 

Tasks Vision, Mission, 
Values  

Compliance Champion 

Pay Value Exchange 

Workforce Peopleforce  
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n longer the individuals on its payroll. Any individual who has a stake in the 
company’s vision, mission, values, or beliefs; organization strategies; goals and 

objectives can be constructively engaged at various levels by what we refer to as 

“Extreme People Strategists” who understand value exchange hierarchies are more 

elaborate and powerful. This peopleforce can contribute in various ways, even 

unthought-of ways. Getting non-employees to assist employees in furthering an 

organization’s interests is what is required for the real and substantial success in the 

coming world of sustainable organizations. Obviously the fundamental requirement is to 

have very strong VMVB statements, organizational strategies, goals and objectives that 

inspire this expanded group of contributors to engage in this extra form of contribution 

while receiving this new or more complete form of value exchange. 

VISION, MISSION, VALUES AND BELIEFS (VMVB) DO’S & DON’TS 

Increasing profits or expanding sales are not visions that have the gravitas or the gravity 

to attract outside stakeholders or even employees to coalesce around an organization 

and help it prosper. So in order to inspire, motivate, and mobilize these additional 

resources the VMVB must reflect a greater purpose. The beginning of that discussion is 

the organization’s 

core reason for 

being. 

Often the focus is 

on aligning the 

workforce solely 

with an 

organization’s annual goals and longer term strategies, expecting that this alignment will 

result in employees putting forth the necessary effort to accomplish those goals.  And, 

yes this approach can work as long as there is a small core of individuals who are 

focused on the organization’s vision that will drive its success into the future.  Imagine 

though, how much brighter that future might be if the entire workforce and even 

peopleforce consisting of all of the stakeholders were engaged in that vision.  That 

It is only the CEO or leader who can direct the initiatives and demand 

the innovations that will engage these many multiple layers of 

individuals from the core, to the surface, to the exosphere, and 

beyond to help accomplish these worthy vision, mission, and values, 

and beliefs that constitute the very essence of the organization. 



  
 

 
 

 

approach to enhanced and expedited success would require a very different way of 

looking at the means by which this future could be secured.  It would not be enough to 

have an employee relations, personnel, human resources, or even human capital 

strategy. An organization would require a people strategy that engages, in a very 

different way, the many relationships that individuals have with the organization to 

create a vastly more effective set of organizational capabilities. Once the visionary 

CEOs and leaders begin to understand the impact of this broad engagement of not only 

employees but all stakeholders, we will see extraordinary breakthroughs and those 

organizations that can create this mosaic of engagement will increase in value in an 

exponential way. We would argue that some have already stepped, either partially or 

fully, into this new paradigm. 

These opportunities will not come easily; if human resources is like 

playing checkers then people strategy is akin to playing chess in three dimensions. 

Because of their criticality to the success, the CEOs and leaders are going to have to be 

the chief people strategist.  Much like the marketing, technical, operations, research, 

and so on, people strategy will be the responsibility of the CEO.  People strategy is 

somewhat similar to organized religion such as Catholicism or, unfortunately, terror 

groups like Al Qaeda.  Each engages a large population in a mission to follow their 

vision. Some people in these organizations are compensated for their work similar to 

paid employees. But many individuals work diligently for the organization simply 

because they believe in its vision.  We certainly aren’t endorsing, deriding or making a 

political comment on these groups, our intent here is simply to show that vision and 

mission which underlies people strategy is a powerful tool. 

There are a few threshold considerations that will be the “make or break” 

aspects of a successful people strategy.  Remember the goal is to engage 

(not just align) the stakeholders or peopleforce (not just the workforce) who can 

contribute to the organization’s vision, mission, values, and beliefs; strategies; goals 

and objectives. First the VMVB needs to be sound and compelling, worth “engaging” 

with if you will. Second it must employ many if not all forms of online social networking 

to engage diverse and dispersed individuals.  And last the top people strategist 
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n  (typically the CEO) must be an “extreme people strategist” and an exceptional 

persuader. Coupled with these tools, there will need to be processes established that 

will not just allow but also encourage the contribution to the greater vision of the 

organization. 

We believe that the people strategies of the future will be organized around four major 

conceptual frameworks. Those four major conceptual frameworks are the organization 

structure, processes, talent, and culture. These four concepts will need to be completely 

rethought in order to generate the types of contributions that can be expected from all 

stakeholders.  Let’s take a quick look at each of these four architectures…

Structure, Process, Talent, Culture  Today's organization structures recall ancient 

times where the Roman army was organized around very strict and tightly arranged 

formation.  There was a “tent group” of eight men, a “century” of 10 tent groups, a 

“cohort” of six “centuries”, and a “legion” of 10 cohorts.  Each soldier was in a tent 

grouped within a century within a cohort within a legion and that was that.  Strangely 
a more modern view of organization structure can be found in almost as old an 

institution, the Roman Catholic Church (or almost any formalized religion for that 

matter).  The Catholic Church is multi-layered organization with widely varied groups of 

individuals contributing at many different levels in many different ways. The brilliance is 

its organizational structure, processes, talent, and culture. We anticipate that tomorrow's 
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organizations will learn more from the church than the Roman army when designing 

their “peopleforce” strategies.   

People Strategy will be multidimensional. It will involve all four levels of concepts which 

we have termed organizational structure, processes, talent, and culture.  

Leading organizational structure will require an understanding of how to lead both the 

organization’s employees (the internal workforce) and key external stakeholders (the 

external influencer forces) in a cogent and logical manner. Organizational charts will be 

both inner facing (traditional) and outer facing (non-traditional) and three dimensional.   

Leading organizational processes are another area where there will be a great 

transition. The organizational processes that we think of are 1) knowledge management 

– managing organization knowledge, 2) decision making – decision rights, speed, 

centralization , 3) supervision – the actual act of guiding individuals, 4) communications 

and contacts – who, what, when, and how information flows, 5) planning, allocating, and 

monitoring – the process of determining and overseeing resource allocation, 6) 

Innovation – creating new and different services, processes, and products; and 7) 

management of change – acquire and interpret information, look at alternative 

responses, and react to the changes in the environment, in another city, state or even 

country.  Organizations will need to look for creative ways to identify, attract, select, 

motivate, develop, and retain workers who are not co-located. This will require new and 

different talent management strategies that are part of a broader people strategy.  In our 

experience only about 10% of organizations have successful talent management 

strategies. Without wanting to sound like Chicken Little (“the sky is falling”) we really do 

believe that talent management will be  critical in determining continued success for any 

organization.  

The future of talent management is the development of systems that engage the 

“peopleforce” not just the workforce.  It no longer starts when an employee is hired and 

ends when they retire. It will start when a child accesses the internet and will likely only 

end at the sunset of his life. Great organizations will engage their “peopleforce” actively 

in conversations and contributions throughout their lifetime. 
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The last element of the people strategy is the organization's culture. 
The culture extends beyond employees to customers, suppliers, partners, and other 

stakeholders. An organization’s culture is one part of its vision, mission, values, and 

beliefs. When an organization has a purposeful vision and mission, it will most likely 

have a correspondingly strong set of values and beliefs. This platform will result in 

employees and other potential contributors demonstrating ethical behavior and showing 

respect and deference to different points of view. Strong cultures prevent the kind of 

corporate malfeasance that has occurred too often over the last decade.  

But rather than playing on people’s emotions, corporate culture is the basis for 

accomplishing great things.  The culture must support great visions, missions, values, 

and beliefs.  Not just executives but all employees must “walk the talk” in order to 

engage individuals outside the organization to support its vision.  When that happens, 

then it is possibly to have all stakeholders “walking the talk” as well. Apple is a good 

example of a company that inspires and 

creates loyalty among its workforce, and also 

among its customers. These customers are 

loyal evangelists for Apple but they're also 

highly demanding. In our opinion Apple has 

engaged not only its employees but its 

customers and, as a company, behaved in ways consistent with higher level values. 

The successful organizations of the future will need to take a similar approach. 

IT’S NOT EASY; IT’S EFFECTIVE AND IT IS ABOUT CREATING VALUE 

If you bought this article thinking you picked up the latest quick-fix, simple answer article 

on creating a people strategy, well then, our apologies. There’s a good reason we didn’t 

call this article Jump Start Your People Strategy: 10 Easy Steps to Developing a 

Winning Strategy in 24 Hours or Less (While Also Slimming Your Waistline). 

If you are looking for a article like that, there are plenty of “pop culture” authors who sell 

their articles on the cheap. You can pay someone a lot less to give you bad advice. 

There is certainly no dearth of articles out there that fall into the “how-to” genre when it 

comes to human resources. Articles that show you “how to” manage, lead, or shortcut 

your way to success. These articles also dramatically understate the complexity of 

It will be a new kind of “X Games” if you will 

where the leaders must show strength, 

fearlessness, and imagination to win on the 

world’s biggest stage (that being potentially as 

big as the whole planet). 

 



 

 

managing today’s diverse organizations in a world that is hyper-competitive and 

extremely dynamic. We love simple eloquent solutions to complex problems, but 

oversimplifying isn’t helpful.  

What makes this article so great? First of all, when we talk about a total people strategy, 

the goal is quite simple - To optimize the contributions of people both in and outside an 

organization in such a way that an organization is absolutely the best that it can be.  

While the traditional objective for a corporation is to increase shareholder wealth, it is 

easy to see that the easiest way to accomplish this is to meet the needs of all 

stakeholders, and balancing their often diverse demands is a major endeavor, and an 

important consideration for the people strategies.  

Just between us, I confess that we’ve spent more than 40 years in the human resources 

industry looking for the “Holy Grail”—the unifying theory of all things related to 

management and people theory. I’ve read, researched, and been in the trenches. I’ve 

worked with organizations of all different sizes, in a wide variety of industries, and in 

many countries. If the goal is so simple, why is getting there so hard? The fact is there 

is no simple answer when it comes to people strategy. There is no one-size-fits-all. And 

that’s what makes coming up with an effective people strategy so challenging. Because 

every business is unique, a good people strategy is tailored with that particular 

organization in mind. A strategy that works beautifully for one organization may not cut it 

for another, even if the two organizations are in the same industry or are of similar size! 

 

In order to develop an effective people strategy, you must understand the business, the 

entire range of people components, and how to best motivate management and the 

workforce to accomplish critical business strategies, and how to engage outside 

stakeholders to help achieve the company’s vision. And that’s where this article is 

different from others you’ll find. This article shows the reader a method for developing a 

people strategy that evaluates the organization’s condition in order to develop the best 

strategy possible. And yes, the method leads to people strategies that meet the ultimate 

goal—to optimize both organizational and individual performance and ultimately value 

creation. That is what we’re all looking for when all is said and done. 

 

We believe based on Grahall’s research that an organization’s value is directly 

correlated with its leaders’ abilities to perform what we call “extreme strategy” with a 
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greater portion of the entire peopleforce. The more stakeholders, the greater the 

engagement level with the organizations goals, strategies, vision and mission the more 

value that will be created.  It will be a new kind of “X Games” if you will where the 

leaders must show strength, fearlessness, and imagination to win on the world’s biggest 

stage (that being potentially as big as the whole planet).  In order to operationalize this 

concept we will encourage the reader to follow our conceptual diagram below which we 

have developed over the last 40 years.    

How This Article Is Organized  Remember a few paragraphs ago we mentioned that 
combined, consultants have spent the equivalent of hundreds of years looking for the 
“Holy Grail”—that elusive unifying model of all things related to management and people 
theory? Well, the diagram below summarizes what we’ve learned on our quest. Simply 
put, we’ve taken everything we’ve read, learned, and experienced throughout our 
careers, and summarized it into this diagram.  It is a conceptual outline of the process 
one should use when developing a successful people strategy. No, it doesn’t tell you the 
answers. But it does outline the journey required for success. ◘◘ 
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